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Reaching your goal weight feels amazing but how do you
maintain it? You don't want to let old habits creep back in,
only to end up where you started. People who lose weight
and keep it off understand that adopting healthy lifestyle
habits are important. 

These Healthy Lifestyle Habits are great whether you want to
maintain your weight loss, are just getting started or simply
want to shift some extra pounds, and by doing so are
learning some invaluable skills for staying slim and healthy
for life.

And remember, this isn’t about perfection. Maintaining a
healthy weight is about gentle awareness not stress. As a
general rule, if you follow these tips 80% of the time, you’ll be
doing just fine. 

Use this guide to help you achieve and maintain
your desired wieght.
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1. No More Fad Dieting
Fad diets don’t work – period. They cause people to yo-yo
diet, which ends up with not only putting weight back on but
additional weight gain. Not only is it soul destroying and
unhealthy, it's an approach that never works out in the long-
term. 

2. Focus on Eating for Health 
It's much easier to focus on eating for health instead of
counting calories. There’s a big psychological difference
with this approach. You will feel more motivated and
positive, and your body will find its own natural weight.
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3. Manage Stress 
Did you know that weight gain is related to stress? It's all
down to the stress hormone cortisol. Elevated cortisol can
increase appetite and cravings for sugary, fatty and salty
foods. Stress is the body’s defence in the face of threatening
situations, whether the threat is real or imagined - such as
when overly worrying. It's therefore a good idea to take
steps to address any stress in your life.

4. Learn to Relax
Learning to relax is the perfect antidote for stress and
will benefit your health in so many ways. It will help with
weight reduction too because stress is so often a
trigger for overeating. There are many ways to relax
including yoga, Tai Chi, meditation, hypnosis, hobbies,
walking in green spaces and so on.
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5. Visualise Yourself at Your Ideal Weight 
Even if you're not at your goal weight yet, when you look in
the mirror visualise yourself as you want to be. Your brain is
a goal seeking mechanism and visualising how you want
to be instead of how you are, gives your mind a blueprint to
work towards.

6. Speak Kindly to Yourself 
If you have ever criticised yourself for how you look then ask
yourself this, would you appreciate it if someone else spoke
to you that way? Probably not, so why be critical of
yourself?  Instead, notice your good points, tell yourself that
there’s no one on this planet exactly like you and
appreciate your uniqueness. 
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7. Deal with Emotional Issues 
The struggle that many people have with their weight
can stem from unresolved emotional issues, resulting
in fears, low self-esteem and confidence issues. But
how do you know if this is the case for you? We often
know deep down the emotion we are trying to cover up.
Consider getting professional help from your doctor or
a therapist.

8. Hypnosis for Weight Loss 
Hypnosis for weight loss works by helping to re-
educate the part of the mind that creates cravings and
impulses. It can correct poor dietary choices, appetite
control, comfort eating, 'reward' eating, boredom and
much more. New healthy lifestyle changes can
therefore develop without the struggle.
Click here you can learn more about my Advanced
Hypnosis Weight Loss audio download.
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https://janicebowleshypnotherapy.com/change-eating-habits/
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9. Eat Breakfast 
Skipping breakfast will not help you lose weight. You’re
more likely to have increased food cravings due to low
blood sugar causing you to snack during the day. You may
also miss out on essential nutrients which are important for
many other aspects of wellbeing such as helping to reduce
stress and promoting good sleep. Skipping breakfast can
also be responsible for sluggish thinking, difficulty problem
solving and make you more accident prone and moody!

10. Drink A Glass of Water When Hungry 
The signals of thirst are often mistaken for those of hunger.
Do this for a short while and you will soon recognise the
difference. Drinking a glass of water before a meal is a
good habit anyway as it will reduce the amount you eat. 
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11. Take Regular Exercise 
Even moderate regular exercise such as walking, dancing
and stretching is going to help with weight and health in
general.  Everyone is different in their physical capabilities
so find what is right for you. Include strength training too as
it keeps bones healthy especially as we age. Some
dumbells and resisitance bands make it easy to do at
home. 
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12. Learn About Food
Learning about food values and healthy eating is essential
for weight management. Many people eat without really
knowing what they are putting in their stomach, how
nutritious it is (or isn’t) and how many calories it contains. It
takes an extra 3500 calories to gain one pound of body
weight. Therefore, an increase of at least 500 calories each
day will promote a one pound weight gain per week. If
sustained over one year, that's a potential weight gain of 48
pounds. When you look at it like that, you can see how
having awareness of food values gives you choices to
control and manage your weight.

13. Sit Less, Walk More 
Studies show that people who lost weight and kept it off
spent less time sitting every day, and more time moving
than those who didn't. Think of ways you can incorporate
more walking and moving in your life.
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14. Stay Hydrated 
Start the day with a glass of water and consume six to
eight twenty-ounce glasses throughout the day to stay
hydrated and set a water drinking habit. If you’re prone to
forget, try setting up a reminder on your phone or search
for a hydration app.

15. Overnight Fasting 
The idea of overnight fasting simply means leaving 
8 – 12 hours between your last meal of the day (including
evening snack) and breakfast the following morning.
Medical researchers have found that overnight fasting can
have a big and positive impact upon our health by
controlling blood sugar (insulin) levels, significant
reduction in body fat, blood pressure and cholesterol.
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16. The Power of Sleep
A study by the American Thoracic Society on the
effects of sleep habits on weight gain showed that
women who sleep 5 hours or less per night weigh more
on average than those who sleep 7 hours. This was the
largest study of its kind and tracked nearly 70,000
middle-aged women over several years. Try some
relaxation techinques to help improve sleep.

 
17. Steady on the Alcohol 
All alcohol drinks are viewed as ‘empty calories’ because
while they are high in sugar (and therefore calories) they
contain no nutrition whatsoever. Alcohol consumption
causes an increase in insulin secretion, which causes low
blood sugar and may make you want to eat more. And
alcohol can also contribute to chronic inflammation in the
intestines and in the joints, the painful condition of arthritis. 
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18. Say “No” to Junk Food 
There’s no getting away from the fact that junk food puts
weight on your body plus they offer poor nutrition and lead
to many health conditions. After eating a healthy diet for a
while these foods become less appealing as your
tastebuds change. Healthy snack alternatives include fruit,
a small amount of non-salted nuts, sesame and pumpkin
seeds, unsalted rice cakes, unsalted popcorn, oatcakes,
raw vegetable sticks and a little hummus.

19. Eat Plenty of Fruit and Veg
Eating fruit and vegetables will supply your body with
the nutrients it needs and keep you healthy. By
themselves, vegetables are low in calories so you can
be generous with them to fill yourself up!
 If you do struggle to eat veg, try making 
soups and smoothies, or add blended 
vegetables to sauces.
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20. Eat ‘Healthy’ Carbs
While carbohydrates are a good source of energy for the
body, not all are created equal, but neither is it a simple
case of good carb. Research about carbs to get to know
them and seek out some low carb recipes from a trusted
source and you’ll be keeping a trimmer waistline! 

21. Follow the 80/20 Rule
The 80/20 rule is a guide for your healthy diet—eat
nutritious foods 80 percent of the time and have a serving
of your favourite treat with the other 20 percent. There will
times when this rule will allow you to enjoy guilt-free eating.

22. Monitor your weight
Slim people monitor their weight regularly either by
weighing themselves or taking a waist measurement. This
is so that they can correct their weight sooner rather than
later.
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23. Exercise Before Breakfast
People who exercise before breakfast seem to lose more
weight than those who exercise later in the day. The
reasoning behind this is that it forces your body to burn
stored fat instead of the food you’ve eaten earlier in the day.

24. Have An Ideal Weight Goal
Having an ideal weight and a range weight that is
acceptable for you - within a few pounds - will become a
'blueprint' for your mind to follow and stick to.

25. Eliminate Liquid Calories
It's easy drink hundreds of calories in a day by drinking
sodas, juices, sugar laden coffee and alcohol. Unless it's a
smoothie to replace a meal, stick to water as much as
possible and avoid the "empty calories" that so many drinks
provide with little or no nutritional value.
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26. Hire A Coach
There are times when we need some support to help
us reach our goals and if you have a good friend
that's great. Sometimes someone whose impartial
and totally focused on you works better. Make sure to
find a coach or therapist that you like and suits your
personality. It can speed up the process where you
may have struggled before and keep you positive and
on track.

27. Celebrate your achievements!
Remember to acknowledge yourself as you move
through the milestones towards your goal weight and
each new healthy habit you embrace. There are
plenty of ways to celebrate your achievements that
doesn't include food! Get a massage, take a spa day,
a day off, whatever is your way to say to yourself...
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Well Done!Well Done!Well Done!
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I'm Janice a professional Hypnotherapist 
and Personal Growth Coach. MABCH MCAHyp.
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You are welcome to share this Free Resource  
with your friends.

Since 1994 I've helped many people overcome issues such as
stress, anxiety, weight, confidence etc., feel happier and

enhance the overall quality of their lives. 
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FIND OUT MORE

https://janicebowleshypnotherapy.com/


Dislaimer
The information provided by Janice Bowles
Hypnotherapy and the author is for general

informational purposes only. Under no
circumstances shall Janice Bowles Hypnotherapy
have any liability to you for any loss or damage of

any kind incurred as a result of the use of this
information.
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